Bridging User Interest to Item Content for Recommender Systems: An Optimization Model.
Recommender systems are currently utilized widely in e-commerce for product recommendations and within content delivery platforms. Previous studies usually use independent features to represent item content. As a result, the relationship hidden among the content features is overlooked. In fact, the reason that an item attracts a user may be attributed to only a few set of features. In addition, these features are often semantically coupled. In this paper, we present an optimization model for extracting the relationship hidden in content features by considering user preferences. The learned feature relationship matrix is then applied to address the cold-start recommendations and content-based recommendations. It could also easily be employed for the visualization of feature relation graphs. Our proposed method was examined on three public datasets: 1) hetrec-movielens-2k-v2; 2) book-crossing; and 3) Netflix. The experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of our method in comparison to the state-of-the-art recommendation methods.